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Rev Theresa Baudier on Hospice Chaplaincy (Part 1) https://youtu.be/KXHJTmenxzk

Rev. Theresa begins her presentation with a comprehensive PowerPoint Presentation that highlights every aspect of
her profession and her role, and sets its context and priorities, and highlighting the points she makes in her detailed
presentation. One comes away knowing what being a Hospice Chaplain really entails, and how powerful and dedicated
Theresa is to serving the needs of those she works with.

Rev Theresa Baudier on Hospice Chaplaincy (Part 2) https://youtu.be/1JSmFYm3J5o
Rev. Theresa starts out by describing what a typical day-in-the-life of a Hospice Chaplain is like. Then she winds up the
discussion by presenting several different case-studies taken from her actual experience, and asks the class what
actions they would take or recommend in each scenario. The questions to the class, and the resulting discussion is
both creative and informative as Rev. Theresa elicits real thinking and strategy suggestions from the students.

Sister Mary Claire on Prison Ministry/Chaplaincy https://youtu.be/YpNzj_cWgPA
Sister Mary Claire draws you in with her down-to-earth homespun style and warm friendly demeanor. She has a way
of describing all the difficulties faced by prisoners, and with serving prisoners in an easy-going way that makes it seem
like nothing is too hard or too dangerous. Her message is clear. We all make mistakes, and we all deserve respect as
fellow human beings. If some of us have been dealt a rough hand in childhood, and wind up in prison, we cannot let
that dehumanize them in our minds. Real rehabilitation requires that Love, trust, and a sense of self-worth and
purpose be given to those who need it the most. And with story after story, and opportunity after opportunity, Sister
Mary Claire shows how this can be done in a friendly, non-threatening, and in a simple, kind-hearted way.
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